2013-2014
26 July-24 July
Year/Solar Ring of the Galactic Seed kin 164
The Psychozoic Revolution and Resurrection of Fourth-Dimensional Mind!

I harmonize in order to target
Modelling awareness
I seal the input of flowering
With the galactic tone of integrity
I am guided by the power of elegance.

The Seed with its power of Flowering is guided by the Elegance of the Star, is supported by its
Planetary Partner, the Eagle, with the Power of Vision, challenged and strengthened by the power of
A-temporality of the Wizard and receives the hidden power of Navigation by the Earth.
Note that the Guide, Kin 8, is also this year’s Day out of Time, Yellow Galactic Star, Kin 8 (GK
Venus), indicating a time of great creativity reminding us that Art opens the Portals of Magic! and
the antipode, Kin 34, codes the beginning of the Dreamspell count
The Awareness that we are Galactic Beings is the seed we have to plant on the Earth on 26th july
2013, the date of the New Mayan Year and of the Synchronization with the Galaxy, in order to
become Wizards of the Earth and live in Receptivity and A-temporality and Enchant. The Vision of
Time as Art will guide and support us and we will Flow and Navigate in Synchronicity with the

Earth. With the Light of the Sun we will give form to the Galactic Seed in order to cooperate and
universalize Art, Beauty and Elegance.

If we look at the Aura-Soma Equilibriums that we have been in to the Beauty of Synchronic Order.
Anubis is the guide but also relates to the Galactic Tone (8) and he will be the one that will help us
to go through interface with the Oracle we can see that the A-wareness of the Seed will bring us the
possibility of a Solar Consciousness (B4-B97) and then we can Flower and be Reborn in Love from
the Ocean of the Collective Unconscious (B34), shining the Light on our shadows (B15). It’s the
possibility to awaken from the Amnesia of the Dream the threshold of a New Galactic Wave, a New
Time Cycle, while Archangel Uriel, the Splendor of God will show us the Path of the Sun and our
Inner Splendor.
“Yellow Seed corresponds to Solar-Prophetic Jupiter and is coded by the galactic archetype of the
Innocent in the Hunab Ku 21. The Innocent holds the keys to the Second Creation, the harmonic
rearrangement of the synchronic order heralding the return of the People of OMA (Original Matrix
Attained). True wisdom can only be attained by first contacting our own divine innocence.
On Magnetic Moon 1 – Yellow Galactic Seed – we will entere the fifth castle of Timeship Earth:
The Green Central Castle of Enchantment, Court of Synchronization – Merlyn’s Enchanted Tower.
This is the the Age of the Center; the era of the Noosphere and entry into radial time travel. This is
also known as the Psychozoic Revolution! This is the revolution of the union of mind and heart
revealing a new cosmic timespace inviting us to co-create the spiritualization of all life and matter.
By fractal analogy the 13 Moons of the Yellow Galactic Seed Year (2013-2014) are the first 13
steps of the Moon genesis within the Green Central Castle of Enchantment: Court of
Synchronization, the ultimate Harmonic Convergence. The Moon Wavespell of Universal
Water/Purification codes the Galactic Seed Year. Moon corresponds with Galactic-Karmic
Mercury. The White Planetary Mirror codes the 10th moon corresponding to the opening of the
tomb of Pacal Votan.

We have now completed the 16-year program of the 20 Tablets of the Law of Time (1997-2013).
The purpose of this program was to give the humans a system to reorganize their life and mind in
accordance with the synchronic order of the fourth dimension.
This 16-year cycle established the fully exploded cube as the 16-year construction of the Cube of
the Law as the New Genesis and Second Creation, in preparation for a third and final explosion of
the Cube of the Law, the fifth force synchronization of AD 2013. In this program, each 13 Moon
year was a fractal of an entire wavespell, where each Moon was the fractal equivalent of one Kin
(16 years x 13 Moons = 208 Kin).
The year of the Yellow Galactic Seed is New Sirius Cycle 26 (1.26) and marks the first year of the
Galactic Seed-Spectral Storm Seed-Storm year bundle (2013-2017), the first four-year bundle of the
New Cycle.
Rhythmic Moon 9, Kin 207 (December 21, 2012) marked the phasing out of a particular galactic
synchronization beam loaded into 13 baktuns: the 5,125-year cycle of history. Now a new galactic
beam commences.
This beam inaugurates a new 7-baktun cycle where we are given the opportunity to reverse,
transform, transcend and create reality anew! This 7-baktun cycle is also known as the Seven
Galactic Mind Dynasties of the Seven Generations of Timeship Earth 2013 – entry into the Sixth
Sun of Solar Consciousness.
Though the new cycle begins this year, the actual Seven Galactic Mind Dynasties of the Seven
Generations span from 2016-4772 AD (Arcturus Dominion). Each of the seven Dynasties
corresponds to the regeneration of the Seven Lost Generations of the Telektonon Prophecy of Pacal
Votan.
The initial 7-year cycle (2013 - 2020) is the cycle of the new Solar Human, also known as the cycle
of the Sirian Surveillance of the unification program of the new Timeship Earth. This is followed by
a 13-year cycle (2020 - 2033) where Earth Wizards establish the Noosphere (Noocracy) of
Timeship Earth.

The 20-year cycle (7 and 13) inaugurates the sounding of the lost chord, revealing a new script and
a new song that enters us more deeply into the Dominion of Time, where all time is radial. Within
the Dominion of Time we align ourselves with the Divine Plan according to our own unique
harmony and rhythm.
In the Dominion of Time, the Law of Time is understood as the supreme creative power to make all
movement and measure into ART! The mathematical codes of the Law of Time create the basis of a
telepathic knowledge base that unifies ourselves with the cosmic order of reality.
Just as the 16-year Telektonon established the Cube of the Law and 7 year Heptagonons of the
Earth and of the Mind, in the next 7 years we establish the Heptagonon of Heart: Cube of Creation.
The Heptagonon of Mind is the master code of the power of divine creation. The Heptagonon of
Heart is the master code of the power of divine love: the 13:20 Love Revolution.
During these 7 years we have the perfect opportunity to expand our hearts and practice
unconditional love as we realize that our mind is inseparable from each other and from the mind of
the Earth.

We are now entering the return of Galactic Camelot or Shambhala. This represents the mythic
fourth/fifth-dimensional kingdom where true love, loyalty, understanding and service is completely
reestablished on Earth. In this cycle of Camelot, universal redemption and planetary resurrection
becomes the way of evolution.”
The Earth shall prevail
The garden shall be renewed
The magical power of the kin shall be restored
The time tunnel between Earth and Uranus
Shall be opened
The Moon Genesis of magic flight shall be fulfilled
The Galactic Dreamspell shall be
Successfully entered at last
—Dreamspell manual

Red Queen in dedication to Valum Votan/Galactic Research Institute
Planetary Moon 5: Resonant Storm year. Kin 55, Blue Electric Eagle.

